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Introduction 

Hello, Awesome Admin! 

Welcome to the Einstein Prediction Builder Recipe Book for Salesforce.org! We’re excited to 
walk with you on this journey of learning and applying Einstein Prediction Builder. In this 
recipe book, you’ll find:

• Brief overviews of machine learning

• Simple tools for approaching machine learning projects

• An introduction to Einstein Prediction Builder

• A detailed walk-through of Einstein Prediction Builder use cases that apply to Nonprofit 
Cloud and Education Cloud

• Tips for success

This guide assumes you have a solid understanding of how to use Salesforce, and just need 
guidance with Einstein Prediction Builder and machine learning.

First, here’s some background on machine learning. 
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Machine Learning 101
Let’s Look at Your Data

Machine learning models need lots of example data (tens of thousands, ideally). You can 
think of this as teaching a first-year Art student about how to distinguish between Frida 
Kahlo and Claude Monet. The two have distinct styles that are defined by the large and 
small details within the work. Depending on the question you’re answering, you may need 
more or less data to make your point. Additionally, like explaining a new concept to a 
first-year, the data you ignore is important, too (like ignoring Calculus when discussing 
Kahlos and Monets). 

Similarly, your ideal data breakdown will depend a bit more on your use cases. For binary 
(yes/no) questions and use cases, Einstein Prediction Builder likes data to be broken up into 
four main categories:

1. Positive Examples — Are there any data examples that are showing the behavior you 
want to find? 

2. Negative Examples — Are there any data examples that are showing behavior opposite 
of what you want to find? 

3. Predicting Examples (or NULL Examples) — What data would you like to predict? 
What values of fields fields of data would you like to predict? 

4. Records to Ignore — Are there any data examples that you want to ignore?

Let’s use the Repeat Donor Use Case as an example, and look at the data. In this case, the 
data refers to records of your donors/volunteers/folks/X : 

1. Positive Examples — In the Repeat Donor example, you’re looking for Donors who are 
indeed repeat donors. They have donated last year and also this year. 

2. Negative Examples — In the Repeat Donor example, these might be donors that have 
confirmed that they will NEVER donate again; perhaps it has been 3+ years since their 
last (and only) donation.

3. Predicting Examples — In the Repeat Donor example, these are the LYBUNTS and 
SYBUNTS, folks that perhaps donated last year, but have not donated this year yet. You 
want to predict this set to identify the most likely donors so that you can take an action, 
such as calling or emailing them directly.  

4. Records to Ignore — In the Repeat Donor example, these may include first-time 
donors who donated very recently. (These are not yet repeat donors, but we don’t want 
to fatigue them by asking for another donation again too soon). It may also include 
volunteers who have not donated financially, and other folks that you want to ignore.

Machine learning can be thought of as using the past to predict 
the future. Einstein Prediction Builder selects from several 
different machine learning models depending on what best fits 
your data. It helps to reframe your existing data in a way that 
Einstein Prediction Builder can digest.
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USE CASE
Find Repeat Donors from LYBUNTS* & SYBUNTS**

Example: “I want to predict which donors will become 
repeat donors, but what does it mean?”

Break your records down into three or four buckets

Positive Examples

Repeat donors 
(Donated last year 

and this year)

Negative Examples

Confirmed one-time 
donors that will NEVER 

donate again, perhaps 3+ 
years since last donation

Records to Predict

LYBUNTS, SYBUNTS
(These are the folks 
we want to predict) 

Records to Ignore

People who very 
recently donated  

(such as 6 months ago), 
non-monetary volunteers, 

and other folks that we 
should ignore

REPEAT DONORS BREAKDOWN FOR FORMULA FIELDS

Example: “I want to predict which donors will become 
repeat donors, but what does it mean?”

Represent the buckets as responses from a formula field

“TRUE”

Repeat donors 
(Donated last year and this year)

“FALSE”

Confirmed one-time 
donors that will NEVER 

donate again, perhaps 3+ 
years since last donation

NULL

LYBUNTS, SYBUNTS
(These are the folks 
we want to predict) 

“IGNORE”

People who very 
recently donated  

(such as 6 months ago), 
non-monetary volunteers, 

and other folks that we 
should ignore

In machine learning lingo, these examples can be thought of as “sets of data.” Here are the 
same examples, just using a little more machine learning translations: 

• Positive Examples are labeled as “TRUE”

• Negative Examples are labeled as “FALSE”

• Records to Predict are labeled as NULL

• Records to Ignore are labeled as “IGNORE” (as a general practice, Ignore should be the 
default category)

* LYBUNTS – Last Year But Unfortunately Not This Year 
** SYBUNTS – Some Years But Unfortunately Not This Year
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Machine Learning
Natural Language Processing

Deep Learning

Learn

Real time data from Salesforce, 
IoT, Social, Email, and Calendar

Capture

In context, where you work

Predict

Capture feedback and train the 
model with even better data

Improve

Tip — What Types of Fields Can Einstein Prediction Builder Predict?

Einstein Prediction Builder can make predictions based on the following: 

• Checkbox fields 

• Numeric fields

• Formula fields that are of type checkbox or numeric, and also specially formatted 
formula fields that emit only the words “TRUE,” “FALSE,” “IGNORE,” and null (the empty 
string, not the word “null”).

For more on the latest when planning your prediction, check out the official Salesforce 
documentation.

Tip — Answers should be Binary (Yes/No) or numeric (Regression)

As previously mentioned, in order to ensure that your use case works best with Einstein 
Prediction Builder, it’s best to make sure that your answers fall into one of these two 
categories.

Einstein Prediction Builder primarily provides 2 types of answers: 

1. Binary Classification (answer to yes/no question, e.g. likelihood a student will be 
accepted to a university or a donor will give a major gift this year)

2. Regression (predict a number, e.g. how many days late a grant will be paid)

Tip — Start Small

Start with one specific use case only and be successful before creating multiple predictions. 
Complex use cases should be broken out into smaller incremental steps so that more 
concise models can be built for each step. For example, if you wanted to predict which 
students from your high school were planning to attend college, you could build smaller 
models for intermediary use cases such as: 

• How likely is your student to complete their FAFSA? (You’d build a model to predict 
FAFSA completion.)

• How likely is your student to complete their college essay? 

• How likely is your student to attend a college visit?  

Tip — Iterate to Keep Learning

• Machine learning is an iterative process. Take your learnings and iterate! 
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What is Einstein  
Prediction Builder?

Einstein Prediction Builder is one of the products in the Einstein suite. It’s part of Einstein 
Analytics Plus and lets you make predictions about almost any field in Salesforce with just 
clicks — no crazy coding or dedicated data scientist needed!

Einstein Prediction Builder is aimed squarely at the everyday Salesforce admin. It allows you 
to create custom predictions on any custom object and most standard objects in 
Salesforce by building, retraining, and scoring predictions. Admins like you can use 
predictions to power a workflow, focus their efforts, and work smarter. No models. No 
algorithms. And, best of all, no code. Point. Click. Predict.

For example, Einstein Prediction Builder helps to predict the likelihood of past donors 
becoming repeat donors, so you can prioritize which donors to contact and nurture. We’ll 
get into how these kinds of questions — or uses cases — are answered a bit later . First, you 
need to know the kinds of questions to ask.

Let’s talk about how to select a good use case. 

For more information on Einstein Prediction Builder, check out this Trailhead project.

Selecting a Use Case:  
Asking the Right Questions

The first step to solving a data science problem is to find a predictive question to ask. This 
becomes your use case. Use cases should be able to predict one of two things: either a 
likelihood, such as the likelihood a donor will become a repeat donor, or a number, such as 
how much the donor may donate this year. 

Examples of other predictive questions include:

• Of all my donors from last year, who is most likely to become a repeat donor?

• How much money or donations can I expect from a specific donor next year? 

• Which students are likely to accept an admission offer?  

• How likely is a specific participant to complete a specific program? 

Your use case should focus on actionable future predictions. What will you do with the 
information? Great use cases center around a metric, like a Key Performance Indicator 
(KPI). Metrics can be anything measurable. Common helpful metrics are total dollars 
donated last month or total number of students accepted to university last year, for 
example. 
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I want to identify the people who are not going to 
give again this year, so that I can take some action to 
get them to do so.  
 

people who are not  
going to give this year 

 
email, call, or contact  

 

more donations 

 

Get more repeat donors this year and in the future. It 
helps us know which donors to reach out to and 
saves us time and energy.  
 

Selecting a Use Case: 
Einstein Use Case Worksheet

To help you find the best use case, 
innovators like you have created the 
Einstein Use Case Worksheet. The 
worksheet helps walk you through 
some key concepts: 

• What questions does your 
organization need to answer? 

• What’s a good future to aim for? 

• What value are we going to drive?  

To illustrate how this worksheet might 
help, we’ve filled out a sample using 
the Repeat Donor use case on the 
right.

Einstein Prediction Builder primarily 
provides two types of answers. In 
order to ensure that your use case 
works best with Einstein Prediction 
Builder, make sure that your answers 
fall into one of these two categories: 

a. Binary Classification. These 
answers are the result of a yes/no 
question. For example, is it likely 
a student will be accepted to a 
university, or is it likely a donor 
will make a major gift this year?

b.  Regression Classification. These 
answers predict a specific 
number. For example, by how 
many days will a payment be 
made late?

For more information, check out 
how to plan your prediction.

Selecting a Use Case: 
Gathering Requirements

Now that you’ve found an ideal 
use case, let’s gather some more 
requirements to ensure that you: 

• Build the right solution

• Identify key stakeholders 

• Verify that you’re collecting 
relevant metrics and KPIs

To assist you with this, check out 
the “Gather Requirements - 
Einstein” template to the left, 
which focuses on repeat donors.
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Use Cases

The following use cases are commonly used by admins in the 
nonprofit sector and higher education. They’re meant to inspire 
and offer suggestions as you start learning about machine learning 
and Einstein Prediction Builder. At the end of the use cases, there 
are also some extensions that may be helpful.

 

I want to identify the people who are not going to 
give again this year, so that I can take some action to 
get them to do so.  
 

people who are not  
going to give this year 

 
email, call, or contact  

 

more donations 

 

Get more repeat donors this year and in the future. It 
helps us know which donors to reach out to and 
saves us time and energy.  
 

Use Case:  
Find Your Repeat Donors from LYBUNTS

At your institution, you may want to identify which donors are at risk of not donating again 
next year. Some people are definitely going to donate this year — great! But your fundraising 
team will likely want to identify the people who are not going to give again this year so that 
they can take some action to get them to do so.

Use Case Worksheet: 
Find Your Repeat Donor

Here is the use case worksheet to find your 
repeat donor:

Gathering Requirements Worksheet: 
Find Your Repeat Donor

Now that you have identified your use case, 
let’s gather some requirements. Here’s a 
sample output; you’ll want to fill out the 
Gathering Requirements for your own 
nonprofit/educational institution: 
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Breaking Down Your Data — Find Your Repeat Donor

Now that you know what your requirements look like, let’s look at the data you have and 
see how it fits. For example, you may have many years of data on previous donations. There 
are also some donors who only just started donating last year, or earlier this year. You 
probably also have a lot of volunteers and other folks who may not have donated.

In the Repeat Donor Use Case, your data refers to records of donors and/or volunteers. 
Einstein Prediction Builder likes the data to be broken up into four main categories : 

v

USE CASE

Find Repeat Donors from LYBUNTS & SYBUNTS

Example: “I want to predict which donors will become 
repeat donors, but what does it mean?”

Break your records down into three or four buckets

Positive Examples

Repeat donors 
(Donated last year and this year)

Negative Examples

Confirmed one-time donors that will 
NEVER donate again, perhaps 3+ years 

since last donation

Records to Predict

LYBUNTS, SYBUNTS
(These are the folks we want to redict) 

Records to Ignore

People who very recently donated  
(such as 6 months ago), 

non-monetary volunteers, 
and other folks that we should ignore

1. Positive Examples—Are there any data 
examples that are showing the behavior 
you want to find? In the Repeat Donor 
example, you’re looking for Donors who 
are indeed repeat donors. They have 
donated last year and also this year. 

2. Negative Examples—Are there any data 
examples that are showing behavior 
opposite of what you want to find?  In 
our Repeat Donor example, these 
might be donors that have confirmed 
that they will NEVER donate again; 
perhaps it has been 3+ years since their 
last (and only) donation. 

3. Records to Predict — What data 
examples do you not currently know, 
but would like to predict? In the Repeat 
Donor example, these are the LYBUNTS 
and SYBUNTS, folks that perhaps 
donated last year but have not donated 
this year yet. You’ll want to predict this 
set to identify the most likely donors so 
that you can take an action, such as 
calling or emailing them directly.  

4. Ignore — Are there any data examples 
that we want to ignore? In the Repeat 
Donor example, these may include 
donors who donated very recently 
(because they are unlikely to donate 
again very soon). It may also include 
volunteers and other folks that you want 
to ignore. 

In machine learning lingo, these examples can be thought of as “sets of data,” or “data 
buckets.” Here are the same examples, using a little more machine learning phrasing:

• Positive Examples are labeled as “TRUE”

• Negative Examples are labeled as “FALSE”

• Records to Predict are labeled as NULL

• Records to Ignore are labeled as “IGNORE” (as a general practice, Ignore should be the 
default category)

REPEAT DONORS BREAKDOWN FOR FORMULA FIELDS

Example: “I want to predict which donors will become 
repeat donors, but what does it mean?”

Represent the buckets as responses from a formula field

“TRUE”

Repeat donors 
(Donated last year and this year)

“FALSE”

Confirmed one-time donors that 
will NEVER donate again, perhaps 

3+ years since last donation

NULL

LYBUNTS, SYBUNTS
(These are the folks 
we want to predict) 

“IGNORE”

People who veryrecently donated  
(such as 6 months ago), 

non-monetary volunteers, 
and other folks that we should ignore
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Formula Fields — Find Your Repeat donor

Depending on how your org is set up, the data may or may not be easily fit into one of these 
categories, or “data buckets.” To make extra sure your data is correct, it’s probably easiest to 
use formula fields. You can translate these into Salesforce’s very powerful formula fields:

While every org may be a little different, you should fill out the fields according to what 
those different buckets look like in your org.

Tip — Don’t forget to check the data before you predict!

Before you set up a prediction, don’t forget to check your data. This can be done in several 
ways, including: 

• Make a simple report of your new formula field. Add in a few of the attributes that were 
used to create it. Is it breaking down appropriately?  

• Look at a sample of your data. Does it look correct? 

Check out Trailhead for How to Build a Prediction

Now, you’re ready to predict!

For more information on Einstein Prediction Builder and to hop into the Einstein Prediction 
Builder Playground, go to Trailhead: https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/
projects/prediction_builder/prediction_builder_prep

Also, be sure to check out the official Einstein Prediction Builder documentation for 
Building a Prediction.

Check out those predictions!

Here are some tips on reviewing your scorecard.

Extensions – Find Your Repeat Donor

Extension: Action: Campaigns. Who gave to the annual campaign last year, but not this year.
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Use Case: 
Student Enrollment

Find the Students Who Are Most Likely to Enroll at Your College or University

Colleges are extremely competitive. As the Director of Admissions, you’ll want to maximize 
the students that are enrolling in your program by focusing on the students who are most 
likely to complete enrollment. With fewer students that are more likely to attend, you can 
give each of them more personalized attention. Now, you can work more productively and 
efficiently build relationships.

Use Case Worksheet — Find the Students Who Are Most Likely to Enroll

Let’s look at a sample of the Einstein Use Case Worksheet. The worksheet discusses the 
value that the prediction would help drive. You should definitely fill it out for your 
educational institution, too! 

 

- Which prospects are most likely to enroll? 

- My current KPI is count of enrollments  

- My Count of Enrollments are values which affect %Yield, Revenue ($) and Reputation 

(Selectivity or %Admitted) 

 

which of my targeted students are most likely to enroll,  

 

 

 

- This will enable me to achieve my key performance metrics: Increase my count of enrollments 

- This in turn helps to increase Applicant Pool (may or may not apply depending on the 

selectivity of the institution), Hit Enrollment Target (%Yield). Additionally, hitting these 

metrics will drive Revenue ($) and/or Reputation (Selectivity or %Admitted) 

 
 

This will enable me to maximize the number of students who are enrolling and hit my Enrollment Target. 

 

 

 

recruiters will be able to focus their time and activities 

  

 

engaging with the most promising prospects. 

email, call, or contact  
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Gathering Requirements Worksheet: 
Find the Students Most Likely to Enroll at Your College

Now that you have identified your use case, let’s gather some requirements. Below is a 
sample output; you’ll want to fill out the Gathering Requirements Worksheet for your own 
educational institution: 

Gather Requirements - Einstein Prediction Builder 
- Find the students who are most likely to enroll at
our college
I. Identify Key Stakeholders
Your app: 

1.

2.

3.

Recruiter

Director of Admissions

VP Enrollment Management (executive)

II. Ask Key Questions:

●

○

■

■

○

■

■

●

○

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

○

■

■

■

What are your pain points?

Recruiter pain points

Not knowing which students to target - which are most interested or best suited to apply?

Extremely limited time: Always traveling on the road/in the field: Can't spend time crunching and 
looking at data

Director of Admissions & VP Enrollment Management pain points

Meeting key metrics (#Applicants)

Managing funnel and reporting to senior teams (lack of insight into data)

What is the current process?

Recruiters are assigned a territory and they spend their time recruiting students from their assigned lead 
lists. This can include:

Attend high school information sessions, recruiting fairs, and meet ups to meet potential students 
from target locations (interactions may or may not be added to the student record)

Host on-campus events (attendees tracked in CRM)

Send out communications (email primarily) to different segments of students according to a 
communications plan (tracked in CRM)

Engage directly with prospects and parents (email, SMS) answering their questions and encouraging 
application (tracked in CRM)

Manage the application process for their recruits, ensuring that all items are received and that the 
committee performs their review & renders a decision (Application Decision Status = Admit, Deny, 
Waitlist tracked in CRM), along with potential scholarship incentives.

Once Decision is made, congratulatory email sent to prospect with steps to Enroll & apply for 
financial aid

Engage with admitted students to ensure that they Accept and Enroll (tracked in CRM)

Directors of Admissions manage the recruiting process:

Purchase lead lists (name buys) for desired candidates based on GPA & test score thresholds 

Assign to Recruiters based on territories 

Develop communications plans, marketing campaigns, and recruiting events calendar

■

■

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

Report to senior management (VP of Enrollment Management)

Engage with Financial Aid, Registrar, Staff/Faculty/Alumni interviewers, and other teams

Who is involved? Who is affected?

School: Recruiter, Director of Admissions, Financial Aid staff members

Prospect: Prospective student, High School Counselor (if Undergrad), Parent (if Undergrad)

How is the data being used?

Recruiters reference the student profile when they pull up the CRM. 

They have to know what they're looking for in advance and where to look for it

What does the future look like? How can you plan ahead?

Recruiters will have access to a sorted priority list view for their territory showing them the probability of 
enrolling in descending order. This should be coupled with their trip plans so that they can access on the 
road.

On the contact record, Recruiters will be able to see probability of enrolling or attriting

III. Determine predictions that need to be created  

Think about these questions:

●

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

What predictions are important for your stakeholders? for your leadership? 

Likelihood to Enroll

How will those predictions help the business make better decisions? 

Focus Recruiter efforts to engage

Improve %Yield

Possible data to support predictions: 

Event attendance

RFI response

Email response

GPA

Test Scores

High School

Location 

Declared Major

Lead list (source list)

Deposit status

Applicant portal logins

Enrollment task completion 
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Breaking Down Your Data — Find the Students Most Likely to Enroll at Your College

Now that you know what your requirements look like, let’s think a little bit about our data. 
At your school, you probably have many years of previous student enrollment data. There 
were students that applied last year, students that came to the campus for a tour, local high 
school students that took summer classes, students that applied from previous years, and 
lots of others! 

In trying to find the students most likely to enroll at your college, let’s think a bit about how 
your different data examples might break down. Einstein Prediction Builder likes the data to 
be broken up into four main categories:

1. Positive Examples — Are there any data 
examples that show the behavior you 
want to find? This would be all students 
who Admitted AND Enrolled. It also 
includes students from previous years 
that enrolled.

2. Negative Examples — Are there any 
data examples that show behavior 
opposite of what you want to find? 
Admitted and did NOT Enroll. This 
includes students from previous years 
that did NOT enroll, but were admitted. 

3. Records to Predict — What data 
examples do you not currently know, 
but would like to predict? Currently 
admitted and undecided students. You 
don’t know yet if they’re enrolling or not.  

4. Ignore — Are there any data examples 
that you want to ignore? This is the 
bucket for everyone else! This may 
include faculty, staff, and others. 

STEP ONE

Find the students most likely to enroll

Example: “I want to predict which students will 
enroll in our university next year.”

Break your records down into three or four buckets

Positive Examples

Admitted AND enrolled (includes students 
from previous years that enrolled)

Negative Examples

Admitted and Chosen NOT To Be Enrolled 
(includes students from previous years that 

did NOT enroll)

Records to Predict

Currently admitted and undecided students 
(we don’t know if they’re enrolling or not yet)

Records to Ignore

Everyone not admitted or 
cancelled for any other reason

STEP TWO

Find the students most likely to enroll

Example: “I want to predict which students will  
enroll in our university next year.”

Represent the buckets as responses from a formula field

“TRUE”

Admitted AND enrolled (includes students 
from previous years that enrolled)

“FALSE”

Admitted and Chosen NOT To Be Enrolled 
(includes students from previous years that 

did NOT enroll)

NULL

Currently admitted and undecided students 
(we don’t know if they’re enrolling or not yet)

“IGNORE”

Everyone not admitted or 
cancelled for any other reason

Let’s break up your student data in a way that makes sense for this use case.

In machine learning lingo, these examples can be thought of as “sets of data.” Here’s the 
same examples, just usin 

• Positive Examples are labeled as “TRUE”

• Negative Examples are labeled as “FALSE”

• Records to Predict are labeled as NULL

• Records to Ignore are labeled as “IGNORE” (as a general practice, Ignore should be the 
default category.) g a little more machine learning language: 
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Formula Fields — Find the Students Most Likely to Enroll at Your College

Depending on how your org is set up, the data may or may not be easily fit into one of these 
categories, or “data buckets.” To make extra sure your data is correct, it’s probably easiest to 
use formula fields. You can translate these into Salesforce’s very powerful formula fields:

While every org may be a little different, enter information according to what the different 
data buckets would look like in your org.

Tip — Don’t forget to check the data before you predict!

Before you build a prediction, it’s always best to make a simple report to look at your 
formula field — just to make sure it came out as we expected. For example, you might run a 
sample report and just verify a few students. You could also run an aggregated report that 
looks at the most recent enrollment date in each bucket.

Check out Trailhead for How to Build a Prediction

Now, you’re ready to predict!

For more information on Einstein Prediction Builder and to hop into the Einstein Prediction 
Builder Playground, check out Trailhead:  
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/projects/prediction_builder

Join the Be An Innovator Conversation on Twitter:  
Be An Innovator Conversation on Twitter
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